Aspects of nuclear envelope dynamics in mitotic cells.
Major features of the nuclear envelope (NE) are a pair of inner and outer nuclear membranes (INM, ONM) spanned by nuclear pore complexes. While the composition of the ONM resembles that of the endoplasmic reticulum, the INM contains a unique spectrum of proteins. Localization of INM proteins involves a mechanism of selective retention whereby integral proteins are immobilized and concentrated by virtue of interactions with nuclear components. In the case of emerin, INM localization involves interaction with A-type lamins. Interactions between membrane proteins may also play a significant role in INM localization. This conclusion stems from studies on nesprins, a family of membrane proteins that feature a large cytoplasmic domain, a single C-terminal membrane-spanning domain and a small lumenal domain. The nesprin membrane anchor and lumenal (KASH) domains are related to the Drosophila Klarsicht protein. Evidence is emerging that this KASH region interacts with other NE proteins and may influence their distributions. Overexpression of GFP-KASH causes loss of emerin and LAP2 from the NE. This is not due to global reorganization of the NE since LAP1 as well as lamins and NPCs remain unaffected. Our results suggest that interactions between NE membrane components are far more extensive and complex than current models suggest.